Structural models needed in calculations of properties of substitutionally random A ] B alloys are usually constructed by randomly occupying each of the X sites of a periodic cell by 3 or B. We show that it is possible to design "special quasirandom structures" (SQS's) that mimic for small N (even %= 8) the first few, physically most relevant radial correlation functions of an infinite, perfectly random structure far better than the standard technique does. These SQS's are shown to be short-period superlattices of 4-16 atoms/ce11 whose layers are stacked in rather nonstandard orientations (e.g. , [113], [331],and [115]). Since these SQS's mimic well the local atomic structure of the random alloy, their electronic properties, calculable via first-principles techniques, provide a representation of the electronic structure of the alloy. We demonstrate the usefulness of these SQS's by applying them to semiconductor alloys. We calculate their electronic structure, total energy, and equilibrium geometry, and compare the results to experimental data.
absorption and reflectance spectra are rather sharp, showing only small alloy broadening near the edge transitions; the A, th transition energy e&(x ) shifts rigidly with composition as ez(x ) = [(1 -x )e&( A )+xe&(B )] box(1 -x ), -where b& (the "bowing coefficient") is nearly composition independent; (v) the principal Raman peaks shift smoothly with composition; and (vi) the mixing enthalpy AH(x ) is small, positive, and has a simple composition dependence Qx(1 -x) with nearly constant "interaction parameter" Q, as expected from a regular solution model.
It is therefore understandable that early electronic structure theories described such alloys in terms of weak, symmetry-preserving perturbations about the end-point constituents. Indeed, these theories are nonstructura/, in that they consider only the average occupations by ( A ) or (8) of lattice sites (i.e. , retaining the topology), removing, however, the informational content associated with the geometrical arrangements of atoms around sites.
Such is the "virtual-crystal approximation" The VCA is limited to valence-only electronic structure methods (since core states remain distinct in the alloy and hence are not amenable to averaging). It has been applied to a wide range of systems using simple valence-only Hamiltonians such as the pseudopotential method, " ' the dielectric two-band model, ' ' and the empirical tight-binding model.
The SCPA is presently limited to electronic structure methods using atom-anchored representations (where the potential or its matrix elements can be associated with specific atomic sites).
It has been applied within empirical pseudopotentials 26 -28 k p perturbation methods, 29, 30 tight-binding, ' bond-orbital, ' and Korringa-KohnRostocker ' (KKR) methods to a wide range of alloys.
Both the VCA and the SCPA are able to capture effects associated with symmetry-preserving, uniform volume changes (e.g. , the "volume deformation" contribution to the optical bowing bz). The SCPA can also capture effects associated with the existence in the alloy of statistical distribution of sites (hence, alloy broadening of absorption bands ' ) local structure about C is not tetrahedral, despite the fact that the constituents AC and BC are perfectly tetrahedral. Indeed, the alloy-averaged bond lengths around C show R ( A -C)WR (8 -C ) (8 8) , and th-e bond angles, e. g., 0( A C 8) are non-tetra-hedral. (These local distortions do not necessarily lead to new diffraction spots. ) The magnitude of these deviations can be significant in lattice-mismatched III-V and II-VI alloys. These distortions are not associated with (topological) short-range order -they persist in high-growth-temperature samples, and are quantitatively explainable even in terms of models of perfectly random networks. ' They sirnply reflect the lower symmetry associated with locally strain-minimizing arrangements ' of atoms of dissimilar sizes, much like the situation in CX"Y4 "molecules. ' (ii) A, "B"C alloys whose constituents are size mismatched can be ferroelectric, e. g., ' Cd& Zn Te.
Clearly, the site symmetry cannot be Td.
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A (1), (0, 0, Table II. tions ' ' lack of self-consistency, " spherical approximations to the charge density and potential, ' neglect of interelectronic terms in the total energy, small basis sets, ' ' 4 ' ) values are given in Table VI where they are denoted as "cluster expansion. " An analogous calculation was done for GaPo 5Aso 5 and A105Gao 5As using the pseudopotential method; the result is also included in Table VI . These hH '"' values will form the benchmark against which calculations on SQS's can be compared. (Fig. 2) , we see that the shorter of the two binary bonds (Ga -P) becomes longer in the alloy while the longer of the two bonds (Ga -As) becomes shorter. These trends are apparent in EXAFS studies.
Using special quasirandom structures
To quantify this, we define the bond relaxa- Fig. 4 . In a perfectly random zinc-blende alloy, we expect to find (in addition to the diffuse background) only zinc-blende allowed reflections, denoted in Fig. 4 by solid circles. The additional artificial periodicity of the SQS's generates also zinc-blende "forbidden" reflections evident in Fig. 4 . These, however, are rather weak. To measure this, we can define a "quality factor" Q which is the normalized average of all non zinc blend-e p(G, ) up to a certain large G,". In a perfect zinc-blende alloy (and in the VCA), Q=0. Figure 4 shows that Q is rather small in SQS-4 (Q=0.0206) and (a,q) and at the alloy lattice constant (a) . All 'p= 1 for GaAso, PO, , p= 3 for Ala &Gao, As.
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